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Abstract
Despite the increased focus on security, complex networked systems remain vulnerable to
attacks. Intrusion Tolerance is an emerging paradigm for developing systems, which continue
to operate correctly, and provide acceptable services even in the face of an intrusion. The
effectiveness of this approach is strongly dependent on the efficiency of the adopted detection
and diagnosis mechanisms. In this work, we propose an architectural framework, which
collects information at several architectural levels, using multiple security probes, which are
deployed as a distributed architecture, to perform event correlation and diagnosis analysis of
intrusion symptoms. The experimental results show that the use of different security
information sources can improve the detection and the diagnosis of attacks.
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1. Introduction
Traditional approaches for building secure systems mainly focus on avoiding attacks to
be successful. Such approaches are becoming insufficient when used in the context of
complex networked systems, which are characterized by vulnerabilities that are impossible to
identify and correct all before they are put in operation [1].
In the last years, Intrusion Tolerance (IT) has emerged as a new paradigm for developing
networked systems. It aims to ensure that the considered system provides correct services in
the presence of malicious intentional actions, which may lead to violates of the system
security properties. IT is the ability of react, counteract, recover, mask errors, which may lend
to failures if nothing is done to counter their effect on the system state. Unfortunately, the
effectiveness of the IT approach is strongly dependent on the efficiency of both Intrusion
Detection and Intrusion Diagnosis.
Nowadays, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are the main solution to protect
networked systems. Regrettably, products which are currently available do not directly detect
intrusions, but only the attacks symptoms, i.e., the erroneous or anomalous states in a system
component. Moreover, several works have observed that IDSs can generate thousands of
alerts per days, up to 99% of which are false positives that make very difficult to identify the
real attacks in progress over the system [2][3]. Essentially, neither diagnosis is performed in
order to help the administrator to identify whether an alarm is a false positive or not, nor
information are provided about consequences of the detected attacks [4].
On the other hand, clues of what is happening in real-time in the system are available,
but spread out all over the network and the system components. For instance, many
application servers write warnings and failures of the operations into their logs, all operating
systems can log system and security events, and at the entry and exit points of the network,
firewalls can track the packets that drop the security rules. Therefore, since an attack typically
leaves different signs of its presence, correlating information found in multiple heterogeneous
logs in near real-time, many false alerts (i.e., false positives), and attacks that are not evident
by analyzing a single log, should be detected. Moreover, diversity and correlation capabilities
potentially improves diagnosis performance [5][6] through the aggregation of different views
of the same incident retrieved by sources of diverse nature that are physically located in
different locations within the system [7].
In this paper, we propose an architectural framework, which exploits an approach based
on diversity both in information sources and detection methods used to monitor malicious
activities. It collects streams of information at several architectural levels (i.e., network,
operating system, and application), using multiple security probes, which are deployed as a
distributed architecture. Both anomaly-based and misuse-based detection methods are
adopted to processing security information produced by probes [8]. The triggered events are
correlated and rearranged based on their confidence level, which indicates the likelihood that
correlated events are symptomatic of an ongoing attack on the system.
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Detect different symptoms of the same attack allows to improve the intrusion diagnosis
capability to assess of the damage in individual system components, which can be used to
infer the least costly and most effective error treatment actions in order to avoid intrusions
from generating a system failure.
Our preliminary experiments focus on the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
DDoSs have been one of the most frequent problems on the Internet. Currently, it is still a
serious threat for mission and business critical systems [9]. The recent tide of DDoS attacks
against high-profile web systems demonstrate how devastating DDoS attacks are [10].
Current IDSs, and especially the ones based on anomaly detection are not very efficient at
detecting DDoSs. Indeed, it is hard to distinguish DDoS from traffic that presents marked
legitimate variations. The experimental tests have shown that the proposed approach results
in a better performance of the IDS, in terms of increasing detection capacity, as well as
reducing the attack detection latency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
solutions to intrusion tolerance and event correlation, and discusses their main limitations.
Section 3 presents the architecture and operation of the adopted architecture. Section 4
describes the proposed approach. Section 5 provides a description of the case study, and
presents preliminary experimental results. Finally, Section 6 gives some concluding remarks,
together with information concerning our future work in this field.
2. Related work
Even if IT notion is not a new concept, real research programs dedicated to this topic are
relatively recent. MAFTIA [1] was the first project that uniformly applied the tolerance
paradigm to the dependability of complex critical system. Its major innovation was a
comprehensive approach for tolerating both accidental faults and malicious attacks. In
accordance with the MAFTIA results, we agree that IT and Intrusion Detection are two
tightly linked topics, but we claim that also on-line intrusion diagnosis is a key building block
of IT. In order to operate the correct reaction to current intrusion, we propose an architecture
that presents both diagnosis and detection properties. Moreover, in our work, the intrusion
detection process is not implemented through the use of the combination of classical IDSs,
but through a correlation approach based on diversity both in information sources and
detection methods.
Saidom et al. [11] propose a generic IT architecture for Web services based on adaptive
redundancy and diversification principles. The redundancy level is selected according to the
current alert level. On the other hand, they do not propose any mechanism to estimate and
assign weights to the raised alerts according to the credibility of each error detection
mechanism. We address this problem in this paper.
Majarczyk et al. [12] propose an IT architecture based on COTS diversification applied
to Web applications. The authors adopt an approach for anomaly detection using redundancy
and diversification techniques. Although, the proposed solution provides a high coverage of
detection, and a low level of false positives, no diagnostic function is defined in the system.
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In order to improve the attack detection rate, enrich the semantics of alerts, and reduce
the overall number of false alerts, different work propose explicit alarms correlation
approaches [7], [13], [14]. In particular, [15] proposes a correlation workflow intended to
unify the various steps of the correlation process. They adopt an approach that combines
events that represent the independent detection of the same attack occurrence by different
probes. Our work is strongly inspired by the this framework, but we proposed a weight-based
correlation approach, in which each monitored symptom is weighted on the base of the
trustworthiness of probe to monitor a specific attack.
3. Architecture and operation
Understanding the security status of the monitored networked complex system needs the
correlation of observations performed on different system components, and across several
entities distributed within the network.
In Figure 1, the architecture of the proposed framework is shown. It is characterized by
several logical entities hierarchically organized: Probes, Agents, Decision Engine,
Remediators, and Monitors.

Figure 1. The proposed architectural framework.
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•

Probes : They are entities deployed in strategic points in the system (i.e.,
network, host), and at different system architectural levels (e.g., network,
operating system, application), which ensure the diversity with respect to
information sources. They infer attack symptoms from real-time traffic and
specific logs. Each probe monitors specific features of a single node or a network
segment. For example, a network IDS monitors anomalous packets rate in order
to discover if an intruder is attempting to cause a denial of service attack, a host
monitor measures CPU utilization, user logins, disk activity, and so on.
Each probe can assess if an anomalous activity is underway on the base of its
local view, and send detailed security messages to nearby Agent. They can adopt
different anomaly-based detection methods (both anomaly-based and
misuse-based), which triggers different security message formats.

•

Agents : They are autonomous software components that analyze, filter, and
forward probe messages to the Decision Engine. Each Agent relies on a
knowledge base to convert raw security data into attributes usable by the
Decision Engine (e.g., timestamps, probe identifier, source and destination of the
anomalous action).
To decouple Decision Engine from the specific format of the Probe messages,
Agents perform a normalization process, that enables different kind of Probes to
generate messages using an unique language. In this work we use a standard
representation of symptoms based on the IDMEF data model.

•

Decision Engine : It performs both detection and diagnosis activities. It allows
to recognize what attack can be hypothesized to be the cause of the monitored
symptoms, and what parts of the system are supposed to be the targets of such
attack. The enabling components are the Correlator, the Diagnoser, and the
Reaction Modules.
The Correlator aggregates continuous events in real-time. It uses a correlation
schema defined by the ontology (not presented in this work) to infer a set of
queries to be performed on the incoming messages streams. For each monitored
attack type it extracts the corresponding monitored symptoms, and forwards them
to the Diagnoser.
The Diagnoser performs a ranking and filtering process of the produced event,
in order to determine if the aggregated symptoms represent a real attack in
progress in the system. Moreover, it identifies what part of the system is target of
the attack.
Finally, a security alert is forwarded to the Reaction Module, which is able to
assess the attack effects on the target component. The information produced
during this activity are used to instigate a remediation.
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•

Remediators : They are components designed to remediate to a specific attack or
intrusion. In particular, they receive control information from the Reaction
Modules concerning a particular fault treatment, and perform the associated
actions designed to react to the attack (e.g., network reconfiguration, revoke
permits access).

•

Monitors : They are central analysis servers, which receive data from a Decision
Engine. They provide a Web interface that allows: (i) to see the current attacks
status; (ii) to make interactive querying of attack data for analysis, and (iii) to
identify attack patterns.

Finally, we adopt an open source framework, named Prelude [16], which acts as an event
bus. It provides common features and standard API to enable IDMEF communication among
the different involved entities.
4. Reaction process
The proposed solution emphasizes the relation among symptoms detection, intrusion
diagnosis and reaction. In particular, at every time, it provides a synoptic view showing (i)
what kind of attack is hypothesized to be the cause of monitored symptoms, (ii) what part of
the system is under attack, and (iii) what are the attack effects. The results of this process can
be used to active a reaction in order to mitigate the effects of the detected attack. The
detection process is based on the correlation of symptoms monitored by multiple probes
spread over the system.
Alerts are not generated as results of all the monitored symptoms, but only when a
confidence assessment of correlated symptoms indicates a really potential attack, hence
reducing the number of false positives, and improving the detection capability of the overall
system.
As previously described, the Decision Engine receives the monitored symptoms by the
Agents, and tries to correlate them by using correlation rules. In this work, we consider a
correlation rule that aggregates symptoms based on the attack type, the target component and
the temporal proximity. For each monitored target, an ontology identifies the symptoms to
correlate for each potential attack associated with that target. The temporal proximity
correlation is based on a time window Tc that is fixed as a parameter by the administrator.
However, this approach requires that all clocks at probes be synchronized, e.g., by using a
total ordering based on timestamps, or a finer-grained mechanism [17]. At the end of this
phase, for each target a meta-event E(k) = {eA1(k), ..., eAm(k)} is triggered. For each possible
attack Ai, eAi(k) contains the symptoms correlated during the time window k.
In order to reduce the number of false positives generated by probes, we adopted an
approach based on the confidence (C) of the events. Assuming that eAi(k) = {s1, ..., sz} is the
set of correlated symptoms related with the attack of type Ai during the time window k, the
confidence is the likelihood that the monitored symptoms represent an underlining attack of
such a type.
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CAi(k) is the sum of several terms, one for each symptom. Each term is characterized by a
weights wp and an Intensity Scores (IS). The IS is a probability value related to each
monitored symptom. It is estimated by method used by probe to monitor the symptom. It
reflects the likelihood that the observed symptom represents a malicious behavior. Since, the
observed features are not commensurable, ISs are normalized to zero mean and unit variance.
wp(s) is associated with trustworthiness of the probe p to monitor a symptom of the attack Ai.
It is assigned on the base of a prior knowledge of the effectiveness of monitoring method
being used for the given attack type. Although simple in implementation, choosing proper
weights is of critical importance to highlighting the proper features under various attacks. The
events ordered on the base of the CAi given an indication of most likely cause of detected
anomalous behaviors at the step k. Such events are subjected to a filtering. If the confidence
does not exceed a threshold (specific of each attack) estimated during a training phase, the
event will be discarded (i.e., it is considered as a false positive).
Finally, a compact diagnosis report is built and provided to both the system security
administrator and the Reaction Module. For each produced meta-event, the report contains a
summary of the information produced during the previous phases, including the likely cause
analysis of the detected anomalous behaviors (i.e., the attack Ai), and the target Ti. Based on
the results of this diagnosis, the security administrator can: (i) determine whether the error
processing mechanism is appropriate (e.g., because the observed attack is not successful); (ii)
prepare an adequate remediation action (e.g., by system reconfiguration or by removing a
vulnerability); (iii) improve the quality of the error detection (e.g., to reconfigure the IDS by
tuning of an anomaly detection threshold); and (iv) find out who/what performed the attack.
During the reaction phase, for each target component identified in the diagnosis phase,
the degree of success of the intruder in terms of damage or corruption is assessed. In
particular, it is verified whether attack effects are present on the considered target (e.g., the
memory consumption exceeds a fixed threshold). If an effect is identified, the Reaction
Module determines the less costly and most effective remediation based on the severity of the
error affecting the system component. It identifies the remediation action by using a grid of
correspondence that associates the possible fault treatment with the observed effect.
During this process, the state of the target component can be: TRUSTED,
TRUSTWORTHY, SUSPECTED, or CORRUPTED. Figure 2 describes the evolution of the
state according to the received events.
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Figuure 2. Differennt states of thee target compoonent.
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Figure 3 shows the effects of an DDoS attack on our web server (Pentium IV 2.4MHz
with Mandrake 10.1). In particular, since experiments with SYN flood on commercial
platforms show that the minimum flooding rate to overwhelm an unprotected server is 500
SYN packets per second [19], we injected attack traffic for the duration of 10 minutes with
five agents. The flooding rate used by each considered agent to overwhelm the server is 120
SYN packets per second. The performed attack requests so many connections that after about
3 seconds, the target machine memory is completely exhausted by allocating data structures
for half-open TCP connections. When the maximum number of half-open connections is
reached, the target operating system discards all new incoming connection requests. The
server does not accept new connection until either the handshake is completed (an ACK
message is received), or until the connection establishment timer fixed by the operating
system expires. In our scenario, the timer is set to about 400 seconds. When the timer expires,
memory structures associated with the connection are reallocated, and the server accepts new
connections. On the other hand, since the attack is already in progress, the system resources
are again exhausted by allocating data structures for new half-open connections.

Figure 3. System under DDoS attack.

5.1 Detection methods
In order to monitor the attack symptoms, we adopt different probes, which use both
anomaly detection and misuse detection methods. By using anomaly detection methods,
intensity score values (ISs) are assigned to the triggered events, which reflect the anomaly
levels with regard to an established profile. For each observed feature, the anomaly detection
approach can perform in one of two phases: training, and testing. In the training phase, data
sets are used to parameterize the monitoring method (necessary to determine the
characteristics of ‘normal’ behavior), as well as to establish the threshold, that is used to
distinguish between regular and anomalous behaviors during the testing phase. In the testing
phase, anomaly detection models are used to monitor anomaly behaviors with respect to
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normal profile computed during the training phase. The threshold choice is the main problem
in this process. It is a trade-off process between the number of false positives and the
expected detection accuracy. A low threshold can result in many false positives, whereas a
high threshold can result in many false negatives. Once the profiles and thresholds have been
derived, the testing phase is operated. If the computed IS exceeds the fixed threshold a
message is reported. For misuse detection method the IS value is fixed to 1.
We briefly describe the considered features, and the models adopted to perform the
monitoring methods.
•

Memory Consumption (MC) : Operating systems use different data structures of
memory allocation (named backlog queues) for TCP connections establishment.
There is a limit on the number of concurrent TCP connections that can be in a
half-connection state. This limit is related with the length of the backlog queue.
SYN flood can request so many connections that the target machine backlog
queue can be completely exhausted.
We adopt an anomaly-based model that estimates an approximation of the
actual distribution of the backlog length, and monitors abnormal increasing of the
queue with respect to normal profile. In particular, during the training phase we
estimated an empirical mean and variance of the real queue length distribution. In
order to estimate the observed queue length l, we used a Chebyshev function
described by Equation 1, where x is a random variable.
p (| x − μ | ≥ k * σ ) ≤

1
k2

with

k=

|l −μ |

σ

(1)

Replacing k* σ with the distance |l - µ| is possible to obtain an upper bound
p(l) on the probability that the attribute length deviates more from the mean than
the current instance.
Assuming that the training data set is attack free traffic, during the testing
phase Equation 2 can be used to determine the deviation of the observed query
attribute length from the normal behavior.

σ2
p(l ) =
(l − μ ) 2

(2)

IS is computed as one minus 1/p(l). Moreover, we choose the threshold that
does not produce false alerts with training data sets.
•

Application Requests (AR) : The number of application requests can be used to
detect anomalous behaviors. Typically, the average number of such requests do
not vary much during the same period of the day. This behavior may change
when SYN flood occurs (i.e., the number of requests can dramatically decrease).
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We adopted an anomaly detection model to capture the abnormal rate of
application requests with respect to ‘normal’ profile. During the training phase,
for each week day, and for different period of the day, the relative frequencies of
requests are computed. During the detection phase a “chi-square” function is
adopted to identify anomalous behaviors. During a slicing time window T, if the
rate of requests decreases below the threshold estimated during the training phase,
the behavior is marked as anomalous and an event is triggered. T is a fairly short
period of time (few minutes), since DDoS are usually attempted in a burst of
half-connection requests.
The chi-square (X2) values is estimated by using Equation 3.
X 2 = ∑i =1
n

(Oi − Ei) 2
Ei

(3)

where Oi represents the observed value, whereas Ei is the expected value.
Using the X2 and the well-known lookup table [20], we compute the probability p.
The IS is equal to one minus probability p. A probability p close to zero indicates
an anomalous behavior that should yield a high IS. Considering that the training
traffic is representative of the actual traffic, we choose the threshold that does not
produce false alerts with the training data sets. In particular, we fix this threshold
to the highest anomaly score seen during the training phase. During the detection
phase the X2 function is adopted to identify anomalous behaviors. If the anomaly
score exceeds the threshold an event is triggered.
•

Pattern Recognition (PR) : During SYN Flood the attacker exploits multiple
agents to generate attack on its behalf. For each agent attacker uses many random
source ports to connect to a single destination port of the victim. Therefore, the
PR is a misuse method that computes the number of ports with the same IP source
within a time slicing window, and controls that this value does not exceed a fixed
threshold. Pukkawanna et al. [21] proposed a threshold for PR method equal to
10,000 source ports per IP with an analysis interval of two minutes. In our
experimentation we found that threshold of about 8,500 source ports is sufficient
to monitor SYN flood attacks.

5.2 Experimental evaluations
For monitoring the attack symptoms, we considered different probes (one for each
adopted method) : (i) an Apache log analyzer examines the rate of the application requests, (ii)
a system analyzer examines the backlog queue of the operating system, and (iii) a network
protocol analyzer explores a specific signatures contained in the HTTP traffic respectively.
During the training phase, in order to estimate the desiderate profile and the threshold for
each anomaly method, we used real traffic collected from production servers at the university
in which the considered application runs, during an interval time of one month.
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During the testing phase, we performed four experiments. For each one, we injected one
hundred attack instances as described in Section 5. We added real background traffic
(different from that used during the training phase) on top of DDoS attacks traffic. The
background traffic is collected from server during an interval time of one week. Then the
attacks are injected randomly in the background traffic (about one attack per hour).
The experiments show, that using the estimated threshold, each method monitors
correctly all the injected attacks. However, both anomaly-based methods present false
positives. In particular, MC method triggers 22 false alarms, whereas AR triggers 76 false
alarms.
Subsequently, results predicted by single models are compared to correlation process
effects. During the correlation process the events produced by single models are aggregated,
and the resulting meta-events are ordered based on their Cf . Cf is computed fixing wm to 1
(for each model). As we expected, although false positives are still present, results show that
almost all false positives provide a confidence below 43 (e.g., false alerts that are not
correlated with other events, or present low anomaly scores). A threshold value of 45 allows
to reduce the false positives of about 99%, while leaving the number of detected attacks
unaffected (only two attack instance are discarded).
During experiments, we observed that the use of multiple complementary detection
methods allows also: (i) to improve the coverage of different attack strategies, and (ii) to
reduce the attack latency, i.e., the amount of time that an ongoing attack to the system has
been undetected. For example, we observed that reducing the number of SYN packets per
second injected by each agent below 70 source ports, the method PR does not monitor the
attacks, although the attacks are successful. Only MC and AS monitor the malicious
behaviors. A SYN attack can impact the server connectivity (i.e., memory resources) without
necessarily opening a great deal of ports source per agent. Regarding latency, as presented in
Figure 3, the MC should be already in charge of monitoring the attack within few seconds
(after 3 seconds the backlog queue is exhausted), whereas PR and AS require at last two
minutes to detect the same attack.
We want to point out that the accuracy of the approach depends highly on setting
appropriate thresholds and levels of confidence. However, the threshold for DoS attack may
depend on many environmental factors, such as available bandwidth of current network,
characteristic of DoS attack tools, number of generated attacks, duration of attack, operating
system, and computer architecture of the target host. Therefore, the values used in this work
may be specific for our experimental setup only. Administrators may need to adjust their
values according to their operational environment to achieve high accuracy.
Finally, in order to determine the remediation to perform in case of attack successful, it is
necessary to identify the possible effects on the target components. A possible solution for
SYN flood may be based on an active monitoring approach. It consists in monitoring TCP/IP
traffic and collecting communication control information to generate a view of all half-open
connections on the target host. When a DoS alert is received, the Reaction Module can active
a recovery action on the base of the host resources status. In particular, when the allocated
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resources exceed a fixed severity level (estimated during a testing phase), the Reaction
Module alerts a Remediation Agent, which sends packets to reset the half-open connections
by generating the third message of the three-way handshake. The purpose of this action is to
release the resources allocated at the target machine for connection establishments.
In the following, we show preliminary results of the considered recovery approach. In
particular, we consider a scenario in which the attacker starts several processes that send
many half-open connection requests with spoofed source addresses to the victim's target
simultaneously. In Figure 4 is shown a simple example of remediation effect. When the
Reaction Module detects the condition of a remediation action (the attack is in progress and
the half-open established connections exceed the 95% of the maximum number of connection
acceptable by the server), all the suspicious connections are reset. This kind of reaction
allows to counter/mitigate the effects of the intrusion in order to ensure provision of the
services (although in a degraded manner). Meanwhile, a reaction that requires more time can
be undertaken. For instance, by using the information provided by the PR method, i.e., the
malicious detected IP sources, an upstream Access Control Lists or a routing reconfiguration
can be performed.

Figure 4. DDoS remediation effects.

6. Conclusions
Preliminary results presented in this paper show that the correlation of information
collected at several architectural levels, using multiple security probes, allows to improve the
detection and diagnosis capabilities, in order to infer the fastest and most effective error
treatment actions.
Future work will follow two main directions. The first objective will be consider
different types of DoS attacks (e.g., application level floods, ICMP floods ), which will be
used to estimate the capability of the proposed solution to provide a detailed diagnosis of: (i)
the attack that has produced the detected symptoms, (ii) the attack target, and (iii) the attack
effects on individual system component. The second objective will be to conduct a thorough
experimental analysis, in order to collect evidence of the effectiveness of the approach to
reduce false positives on the base of the confidence values.
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